
 

High disease load reduces mortality of
children: Trans-generational defense
mechanism in humans proved

April 16 2014

Children who have been conceived during a severe epidemic are more
resistant against other pathogens later in life. For the first time this has
been proved by researchers at the Max Planck Institute for Demographic
Research (MPIDR) in Rostock, Germany, for the 18th century
epidemics of measles and smallpox in the Canadian province of Québec.
Children who were conceived during the wave of measles in 1714 and
1715 died significantly less often from smallpox 15 years later than
children who had been conceived before the measles epidemic. This is
the result of a study published in the scientific journal PLOS ONE by
Max Planck researcher Kai Willführ and Mikko Myrskylä from the
London School of Economics and Political Science.

"We have proved that parents can essentially prepare their children for
future diseases," says bio-demographer Willführ. "The underlying
mechanism is not purely genetic, nor is the children's resistance
restricted to single pathogens." Scientists call such a transfer a
"functional trans-generational effect." Parents who faced an increased
disease load during conception not only gave their children protection
against this one infection, but the defence against pathogens apparently
also worked better in the next generation against different illnesses like
smallpox.

The moment of conception was critical for life or death for many
children during the 1730 smallpox epidemic. The probability of dying
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from smallpox had dropped to less than 15 percent for children
conceived during the measles epidemic in 1714 and 1715 compared to
their brothers or sisters who had been conceived and born before the
measles epidemic. But there was a high price to pay. Those children who
were so resistant to smallpox survived the later epidemic with greater
probability. But during the time between the two waves of epidemics,
their mortality was three times that of their siblings who had been
conceived before the earlier measles epidemic and thus were less
resistant to smallpox.

"The way children's bodies fight diseases seems to be optimized for a
world with high pathogen load if it was also high at conception," says
MPIDR researcher Kai Willführ. But the children's resistance does not
fit into a world with fewer pathogens and works less well under normal
circumstances.

"It was only during conception and pregnancy that measles could have
given an advantage that parents passed on to the next generation," says
Kai Willführ. When the children conceived at the peak of the measles
epidemic were born, the measles epidemic had already passed; the
pathogens were no longer in the environment. It can be ruled out that
children simply became immune. In principle it is possible for a mother
to pass her antibodies, and thus immunity, to her baby. This happens
through the placenta during pregnancy and through breast milk after
birth. But this protection is limited to the same illness the mother had
immunity against. In Québec this would have been measles. However, in
this study the researchers found that the children were also resistant
against another disease, namely smallpox. For the first time, the
scientists could separate the mortality effects of the different diseases,
because they traced the life course of each child individually and of their
siblings. For their study they investigated birth cohorts from 1705 to
1724 and their mortality until the year 1740. They achieved data about
births and deaths from transcriptions of old church registers of the
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historical population of the St. Lawrence River valley in the Canadian
province of Québec.

  More information: Disease Load at Conception Predicts Survival in
Later Epidemics in a Historical French-Canadian Cohort, Suggesting
Functional Trans-Generational Effects in Humans in: PLOS ONE, April
16, 2014.
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